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Panel Members included:  

Bill Tracey, the General Manager of Air Traffic Services for the Chicago area. Mr. Tracey has been with 
the FAA in Chicago for 33 years as an Air Traffic Controller and Manager.  

Captain Tim Raynor has been with American Airlines for 20 years and is currently a 737 Captain, flying 
both domestic and international routes. He has been a Chief Pilot in ORD for a total of 3 years. 

Captain Bo Ellis has been with United Airlines for 34 Years and is currently a 777 Captain, flying both 
domestic and international routes. He has been a Chief Pilot in LAX and ORD for a total of 11 years. 

Glenn Morse, Director of Industry Affairs, Network Operations Control (NOC) for United Airlines, 
responsible for industry coordination and outreach in matters relating to NextGen, ATC policies and 
procedures, airport operations, and aircraft noise.  

Aaron Frame, Deputy Commissioner of Environment for the Chicago Department of Aviation. In that 
role, Mr. Frame manages the environmental and noise programs for Chicago O’Hare and Chicago 
Midway International Airports. 
 

The panel was moderated by ONCC Chair and Mount Prospect Mayor Arlene Juracek.  

Mayor Juracek asked the following questions and panelist responded accordingly: 

Q. What are the daytime departure runways used in east and west flow? 

A.  Mr. Bill Tracey:  28R and 22L on West Flow try to balance demand in each departure hour. 

Normally the north and the West would go to Runway 28R South and East would go to Runway 22L.  On 
the O’Hare Three Departure Diagram, there star fixes and the exit points.  

 

Q.  You mentioned something about avoiding the inbound runway on East flow.  Do you allow space 
in case the pilot needs to abort a landing? There is consideration for ground movement and arrivals as 
well? 

A.  Mr. Bill Tracey: Yes. We have to protect as we turn out. We have to protect for missed approaches.  
The aircraft cannot immediately turn with a hard turn off the ground. There could a conflict. 

 

Q. How any procedure changed? 

A:  Bill Tracey: No Recent changes. 

 

 



Q. Who is responsible for each aspect of a departure? 

A. Mr. Aaron Frame:  The city of Chicago as the owner and operator of the airport.  Think of it as the City 
of Chicago is the landlord of the ground and the FAA is the landlord of the sky. The City of Chicago’s goal 
is always to make all runways available so air traffic has as many options as possible.  There are 
instances when a runway has to be closed such as regular runway safety inspections, FAA flight checks, 
snow removal during the winter, maintenance and construction. 

 

Q.  How are the runways assigned for departures? 

A.   Mr. Bill Tracey: As discussed depending on weather and winds.  If there are restrictions, traffic will 
be slowed down. 

 

Q.  What is a departure procedure? 

A. Captain Tim Raynor: We all work in conjunction together to get the aircraft out safely.  Depending on 
the weight of the aircraft, weather conditions on the ground or the destination, a longer runway maybe 
needed for departures. 

Captain Bo Ellis: The 3 departure requirement is important.  There is a point that we are required to 
cross at 3,000 feet minimum (a graphic was showing all departure points for each runway was 
provided). There is a greater separation between departing aircraft.  Departures at O’Hare have an 
aggressive climb probably one of the most aggressive than any other airport. The minimum turn 
alternate has double since 20 years ago. Turbo fan engines are quieter and efficient.  90 percent 
reduced thrust is much quieter. 

Captain Tim Raynor: In addition to reduced thrust, design of the wings give more lift utilizing less thrust.  
20 years ago, aircrafts were much louder.  Technology will continue to evolve. 

Mr. Glenn Morse: two engine aircrafts climb quickly.  NextGen is unique with flight tracks becoming 
more concentrated. 

 

Q.   Who sets the altitude and the climb angle? 

A.  Mr. Bill Tracey: The arks for the O’Hare 5 – 8 mile crossing restrictions go all around O’Hare.  This is to 
protect the surrounding airport operations at Midway, DuPage and Chicago Executive. 

Captain Tim Raynor: Ultimately the pilot is responsible for the decent and climb. Advancements in 
technology has allow us to climb more safely, quieter and quickly because of types of engine and wings.  

Captain Bo Ellis: The climb rate and take off speed of the aircraft is dependent primarily on performance. 
Performance is dependent of the weight of the aircraft, weather and runway conditions.  Typically for 
the first 1,500 feet we are all climbing at the same rate. Once the aircraft is at 1,500 feet depending on 
performance of the aircraft, that’s determines between 1,500 and 3 or 4 thousand feet. I used to 



operate 747 and they were very heavy going to for east countries, takes us a long time to climb because 
we were so heavy even though we had 4 engines. Now aircraft have thrust and climb quicker.  

 

Q.  Is noise taken into consideration when a departure procedure is being developed?  

A.  Mr. Aaron Frame: We’ve had voluntary nighttime noise abatement program for over 20 years at 
O’Hare. The Fly Quiet Program has departure headings which are simply instructions that are given to 
the pilots. The number of operations during the nighttime hours is significantly lower than daytime 
which don’t necessitate using all the runways. Another reason to close a runway is for noise abatement.  
In conjunction with the fly quiet manual the FAA and the city have worked out heading and flight paths.  
O’Hare is one of the busiest airport in the world and don’t have the flexibility to do more during the 
daytime. 

 

Q.  How does volume impact departures? 

A.  Bill Tracey: The departure runways are dependent on volume depending on which way the rush is 
going.  Try to balance the amount each departure runway. 

Captain Tim Raynor:  As part of a departure procedure, we stay below 250 knots which is relevant.  The 
faster the aircraft goes the more noise it will make.  On departures we stay below 250 knots until we get 
to 10,000 feet and then we accelerate.  Airports that are surrounded by the ocean have the ability to 
stay over water in the prevailing winds.  At O’Hare, you don’t have that ability.  Being the busiest airport 
in the world and having a dual hub for both American and United, makes O’Hare one of the most 
complex airports in the world.  You really have to know what you are doing to come here. 

Captain Bo Ellis:  The O’Hare Controllers are the most finest in the world.  When air traffic gives a 
heading, we can’t deviate from it because of the complexity.  You see the lateral but you don’t see the 3 
dimensional.  

 

Q.  Why do some aircraft turn greater 90 degree? 

A.  Mr. Bill Tracey:  On the north side of the airport the turn is greater.  They have to turn at 320 degree 
off the ground.  The most efficient way to go out of the airport, is the like type aircraft back to back and 
not going over the same fix.  There only need to be 6,000 feet airborne for separation. Once the aircraft 
is 6,000 feet of down the runway, it lifts off and the next aircraft can be cleared if there heading versions 
are more than 15 degrees from the previous departure.  Someone with a 90 mile heading can be behind.  
If we were to wait, and fly the same heading they would have to have 3 miles of separation.   

Mr. Glenn Morse:  You also have other airports in the vicinity to take into consideration. 

Captain Bo Ellis:  The lighter the aircraft the tighter the turn.  The heavier and bigger the aircraft the 
wider the turn.  The flaps are not extended and become more quieter and constant decent arrivals 
making less noisy.  Most of us live near airports and our company wants to be a good neighbor. 

 



Q.  Are any future airspace and procedure changes being contemplated for O'Hare, after OMP is 
complete? 

A.  Mr. Frame:  Too soon to tell.  Once the build out is complete, there are no major airfield changes 
planned.  There may be an opportunity to improve but it’s too soon to tell. 

 

Q.  What does it take to change a procedure? 

A.  Mr. Frame:  There is more flexibility during the nighttime.  ONCC would have to determine and CDA 
would have to analyze and submit to the FAA for environmental analysis.  There is a multi-step process. 

 

Q.  Why not a bigger separation between aircraft? 

A.  Mr. Bill Tracey: If there is a greater separation, it will cause delays and cause more flights to go into 
the nighttime hours. 


